MS2 Vessel Monitoring is a service, offered by Marinas to their boaters. MS2 provides boaters with remote access to their vessel’s onboard conditions from any web-enabled device. Expand your onsite amenities while providing an affordable and practical services for boaters.

“MS2 Vessel Monitoring offers more than basic security at the marina. Boaters have true peace of mind and feel more confident about being away from their vessels with vessel notifications. Tenants have received timely notices to prevent a vessel sinking as well as notifications of a vessel leaving the marina.” - Kathy O’Brien, Sun Harbor Marina, San Diego, CA

Anytime, Anywhere

Whether your boat owners live down the street or in a different state, MS2 Vessel Monitoring provides 24/7 access to their floating investments. Critical onboard conditions such as battery voltage, temperature, bilge, and onboard safety systems are all available online.

To see our demo video, and for more info, visit: MarineSync.com/ms2demo
Staying Connected Has Never Been Easier

MS2 Vessel Monitoring is a safeguard, immediately notifying vessel owners and their subscribers when their vessel requires attention. MS2 can also be configured to notify the marina personnel if an immediate response is required.

Advanced Technology, New Approach

Vessel related incidents are most likely to occur in-slip, where boats are unattended and vulnerable. MS2 provides monitoring coverage throughout your marina utilizing stand-alone, high-powered radio technology. This approach ensures the highest level of reliability, control and uptime.
**Sustainable Revenue**

Your marina has the flexibility to set a monthly fee and bill directly for monitoring service. Monitoring fees create new and sustainable revenue for the marina without the need to hire additional personnel. MS2 Vessel Monitoring can also be a great tool for expanding and complimenting your service/maintenance business.

**Tangible Value**

MarineSync includes full marketing and sales support to maximize your revenue. With unmatched technical support to ensure its success. Your marina can offer MS2 Vessel Monitoring with little to nothing out of pocket.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Posters</th>
<th>Waterproof Tags</th>
<th>Brochures</th>
<th>Boater Website</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**What’s Next?**

Watch our video at www.marinesync.com, then contact MarineSync at 888.988.SYNC to offer MS2 Vessel Monitoring at your marina. Be sure to ask about other products like Remote Utility Monitoring (RUM) and Equipment monitoring.